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Splunk has announced a significant update to its mobile intelligence offering, Splunk MINT, which
helps developers and enterprises gain analytical insights into the quality, usage and performance of
mobile applications. In this report, we look at how this move aligns with major industry trends and
how it will impact the company's position in a quickly evolving space.

The 451 Take

Splunk can still be considered a newcomer and will need to build a name in the application
performance management (APM) market against well-established vendors. The company is
entering new territory, but as a leading analytics firm, it has a leg up when it comes to
correlating data and providing insights from different sources. Splunk MINT is well aligned
with key industry trends that include focusing on the mobile end-user experience and
comprehensive, end-to-end services. Splunk MINT is on par with offerings from industry
leaders – the company carries momentum from the launch of MINT Express in 2014 and is off
to a strong start in the APM world.

Context

San Francisco-based Splunk offers data management and analytic services. The company was
founded in 2004 by former CEO Michael Baum, former chief architect Rob Das and former CTO Erik
Swan; Godfrey R. Sullivan has served as chairman, CEO and member of the board of directors since
2008. Publically held Splunk has more than 9,000 customers (600+ new clients in the last quarter
alone) and over 1,400 employees worldwide. The company has inked two acquisitions: mobile
analytics platform BugSense in September 2013 for $9m, and network traffic analysis startup
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Cloudmeter in December 2013 for $21m.

These deals expanded the company's access to new sources of data. Cloudmeter provides
network-based user performance data, while BugSense offers mobile app performance data. In
October 2014, BugSense received an upgrade and was rebranded and launched as Splunk MINT
Express. As enterprises continue to deploy mobility initiatives, expanding to include mission-critical
workflows, they will require services that can provide performance metrics for all of the elements
that can impact mobile transactions. Splunk MINT seeks to address the challenges of delivering
mobile apps, with capabilities for end-to-end monitoring of the mobile user experience.

Products

Splunk MINT helps developers improve the performance and quality of mobile applications. The
platform provides analytics to understand how mobile apps are performing on mobile devices,
monitor the quality of the apps, and collect data for troubleshooting. MINT works on Android, iOS
and Windows Phone through its SDK. Developers embed the SDK and one line of code to generate
mobile operations data. The platform already generates billions of data points for more than 200
million monthly active users (MAUs) of mobile apps.

Key features of Splunk MINT include:

Splunk MINT free version: A free version of the product is available for up to 25,000 MAUs. The❍

service is cloud-based only. Key capabilities include real-time insight into performance, crashes
and usage of mobile apps, as well as visibility into network and transaction performance issues.
Splunk MINT: The just-launched full version combines mobile application data with other data in❍

Splunk Enterprise to provide end-to-end visibility. Splunk Enterprise provides the platform to
ingest, correlate, search and present mobile (and other data) as dashboards, reports, search
results and alerts. Key capabilities include:

Allows developers to identify availability and performance issues across mobile apps, networks❍

(LTE or Wi-Fi) and back-end systems.
Gives developers insight into how, where and when users are deploying mobile apps in real❍

time.
Allows developers to compare and contrast app performance and usage with Web- or❍

client-based performance and usage.
Presents new insights in real time to IT and business stakeholders employing a single platform.❍
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Marketing

Pricing for Splunk MINT is based on the number of MAUs, which allows enterprises to scale as
needed. Plans include a lightweight, free cloud-based version designed to get mobile app
developers up and running quickly, but scale up with tiers for one million MAUs, five million MAUs,
10 million MAUs, and an incremental license for handling mobile apps in excess of 10 million MAUs.
The annual price for the one-million-MAU tier in the US is $20,000, and includes support. Splunk
MINT relies on the Splunk Enterprise platform, which is sold separately.

In 2014, the company rapidly gained customers while expanding the number of use cases and
footprint of existing clients. Product-wise, it delivered multiple upgrades of the Splunk Enterprise
and Splunk Cloud platform, while rolling out new offerings such as Splunk MINT Express and Splunk
App for Stream. The company's user base is diverse geographically and within verticals. Splunk
anticipates extra growth from companies with B2C mobile apps in 2015, in addition to expansion
across the board, especially in light of the explosion of mobile industry-wide.

Competition

APM is a rapidly evolving market, and players vary in size and capabilities. The main competitors
for Splunk MINT are established APM providers with mobile capabilities such as New Relic, which
offers a SaaS analytics mobile APM platform; AppDynamics, a vendor that provides an APM service
available for cloud, on-premises or hybrid deployments; dynaTrace, which was recently spun off as
a private, independent entity from Compuware; and Crittercism, a mobile-only contender. Other
rivals include large enterprise software firms such as CA Technologies, BMC, HP and IBM, which last
year unveiled a mobile APM offering.

Splunk believes MINT's expanded capabilities provide important differentiation for enterprise
customers. Clients can search and analyze granular mobile data. They can also correlate mobile
data with other data sources to gain insight on how apps are reaching customers, including Web
and POS, as well as end-to-end performance analysis across the datacenter. Customers will be able
to make the most of their operational data and use this information to do everything from
troubleshooting errors to measuring performance vs. service levels, as well as gaining business
insight based on the content/data of transactions.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths    Weaknesses
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Splunk MINT is the result of a careful integration between
BugSense and Splunk Enterprise that will provide expanded
capabilities and added value from comprehensive insights
into the end-user experience.

   
Splunk is a leading analytics vendor and APM
is new territory – the company still needs to
build a name in the space against
well-established rivals.

Opportunities    Threats
Enterprises and developers are increasingly paying
attention to the quality and performance of their mobile
applications, which will result in a surge in demand for QA
and APM services.

   
Other APM providers are also doing major
upgrades to their products, while mobile-only
startups are entering the fray.
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